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The framework described in the following pages has been developed from
a review of literature, program planning experiences, and trial and error.
The model, its description in outline form, and a oortesponding decision-
making process are presented fordiscussion purposes only. The framework
will no doubt need modification for applitation within your moiety andior
the educational setting in which you work. Improvement suggesticts are
welcome.

It should also be noted that the framework utilizes a simple linear
flow of events. Single direction arrows pnerally indicate that an eveut
is a component of the larger event, the coMponent requiring completion
before the total event can 1)0 consiiiered completed. Deuble direction
arrows generally inditate a dynamie flow between the latget eVent And itS
conponent, with both requiring continuowl analysis as to their inter.-
relatedness. The model also shows generally only a forward, sequential
flow of events. There is, however, meant to be 4 dynan4e quality attached
to this flow ia that some eveats may be completed befre others, that
some events are never wmpleted, and that some events must be renew:ed
before they are completed. Note, too, optional routes or phases, possihle
recycling routes, and a plea for a continuous evaluation (Exit/Continue)
decision.
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Desaription d the Prnmeuork

1. Preplanning faatorn dls-ease in a soeisl setting (eommunity,
organization, programl ote.)
A. areas of need withIn the sediaI aetting
D. areas of interest within the social setting
Ck attitudes uithin the soallil setting
D. data from related projeats
Uxit/Continue )ecision*

(opt.) II. Informal situation analyst& (done by interested peraons from a
change agent organization, communityp social setting or
organization)
A. identifica;:ion, definition, diagnosiS, and ean4ng Of areas

of need (forces inside the social setting, inside the
social setting reprtsenting outside ittereats, and forees
outside the social setting)
1. problems identifiea by the pre-planning social setting
2. preliminary definition of problems by pre-planning

social setting
3. preliminary priorities established by preplanning

rocial setting
B. identification and definition of alternative approaches of,need

1. alternative approaches identified by the pre-planning
social setting

2. preliminary definition of alternative approaches by the
pre-planning social setting

3. preliminary priorities established for approaches
C. identification and exploration of feasibilities of alternative

approacheb
1. determine posture of power structure (including blockers)
2. determine interest of probable target group
3, de:ermine interest of probable supporting groups
4. letermine interest of probable sponsoring groups
5. determine approximate requirements of alternative approaches

(rpt.) III. Selection of the type of thange agent or organization to carry out
the planning and project
A. review areas of need, alternative approaches, and feasibilities
B. determine and explore alternative type of change organizations
C. determine most appropriate type of change agent
D. choose change agent which provides the best chance of achieving

success
1. background agent will be required to have
2. in-service training that might be required

IV. Change agent exploration
A. delineation of relevant groups or individuals

*Made at the completion of each phase - a continual evaluation of
the planning process.



1. target group
2, plafting oroups
3, power groups (structure)
4, supporting ov resource groups

sponsoring groups
A, exploration with relevant groups or individuals

1. determine interest nud attitudes of groups
2, check relevance of groups or ineividuals
3, begin a situatiou analysis
4, begin a needs assosaaent
5, determine alternative approaches
6, check easibilities

C. refinemeut of description of the problem, alternative
approaches, and rosources
1, outline prohIem in. detail
2, limit the problem
3, determine priorities
4. outline the alternative Approaches iu detail
5, determine resources available as exactly as possible

a. money
b. educational aids
c. :Waders;

6. st.let most likely approach
D. is a different chanse apient rteded? if so go baek through

III and IV

V. Assessment of commitment
A. commitment to proceed

1. by the planners (pre)
2. by the sponsoring and supporting groups
3. by the target group
4. by the change agent or organization

B. commitment not to hinder progrese by power sources

VI. Development of a planning mechanism

A. a planning committee
1. from change agent
2. from pre-planning
3. from target group
4. from sponsoring groups
5. from supporting groups

B. prdfessional planning organization
1. sub-group of change agent
2. outside professional group

VII. Planning
A. develop a philosophy

1. determine existing and related beliefs, values, and
attitudes

2. develop a philosophical base for planning
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B. review of similar projects
1. to determine the types that have had the most success
2. to determine the type of problems proven most succeptible

to attack
3. to determine the methods of attack
4. to determine goals that havo been aet (and objtictives)

5. to determine the goals that have proven achievable and
those which have not

C. consultation with experts in the fielcl
1. to discover latest approaches
2. to become aware of possible problems
3. to get a general evaluation of the proposed project
4. to attempt to identify the possible side effects

of the program
review- of data in the field of behavioral science pertinent
to the program
1, to determine conditions under which behavioral change

is encouraged
2. to determine conditions under which motivation may be

encouraged
E. determine extent and usefulness of available data on target

grout,

1.

2. lai::vious stud!as

3, a3ency and organizatfon records
F. collect additional data on target groups

1. to further analyze the situation
2. to provide data.for evaLuation
3. to diffuse knowledge of problems and program planning
4. to determine value systeus
5. to determine how they might best be reached
6. to understand why other programs have succeeded or

failed with this group of targets
G. development of outcome objectives (goals)

1. determine priorities of possible outcome objectives
2. select outcome overall objectives (educational vs.

organizational)
3. select alternative outcome objectives

H. development of process objectives (teaching)
1. determine priorities of possible process objectives
2. select process objectives
3. select alternative process objectives
4. select process objectives to be used as evaluation

criteria
I. validation of outcome objectives

1. determine the relationship between outcome objectives
and the problem

2. determine the extent to which the achievement of the
outcome objeltives will solve the problem



J. vcilidation of the process objectives
1. determine the relationship between the process objectives

and the outcome objectives
2 determine the extent to which the achievement of each

process objective and eaeh combination of process objectives

will secure the outcome overall objectives
K. specify program design

1. determine learning outnomes
2. validate learning outcomes
3. detelop lesson activity to obtain each learning outcome
4. validate lesson activity for obtaining each learning outcome
5. determine sequence of lesson activities
6. determine method for each lesson activity
7. determine location of instruction
8. determine instructional aids
9. determine pace of change required

10. determine length of program
11. determine area of influence and area of actiVity
12. determine evaluation data collection procedures*

a. by change agent
b. by others - professionals, committees, etc.

13. develop appropriate instrument mith reliable questions
14. select representative sample for evaluation
15. select the proper type of analysis for the evaluation
16. need to be concerned about staff qualifications, scope

of services, methods, facilities, equipment, material,
planning, supervision, publicity, administration, and
thb.relationship with other agencies in the evaluation
program

17. planned calendar of events

L. plan for resource needs and allocation (planned budget)

1. the interdependence among all the explicitly stated

objectives
2. the interdependence in the use of all available resources

3. the influence of all external variables on the setting of

intermediate targets

VIII. DeterminaZion of method/procedure
A. pilot study
B. demonstration

1. result demonstration
2. method demonstration

C. total implementation plan
1. changes in program
2. when to proceed

D. cheek planning needs with procedures

*Evaluation needs to be built into the planning process as early

as possible. For some programs it will need to be considered much

earlier than this phase.

10



Z. Motivation artd/oK pubty
A. motivation of possible sponsors

1. advortisements
2, personal eails
3. news releases
4. mailed matetials
5. or8anizational visits
motivation of supporting groups
I. for funds
2, for volunteers
3. for materials

C. related study motivational teohniques

X. Implementation
A. develop or organime aeedad resources

1. teacher tvaining
2. instructional itids

3. money
4. leaders
5. evaluation instruments

B. implementation of the program (calendar of events)
1. organization and/or registration
2. instruction and/or action
3. evaluation data collection (a problem to be reckoned with

will target gtoup individuals need to be tested or personally
evaluated; how will they react)
a. by an evolved or standardized instrument
b. from other involved persons or sources

4. collection of data on side-effects of the program
a, anticipated
b. unanticipated

XI. Evlauation and Conclusion (and/or continuation)
A. analysis of the evaluation data collected (include data on

the program design and the planning process)
1. by instrument or others .
2. of side-afecta

B. interpretation of the collected data (standard setting)
1. cost of any change
2. extent to which results were caLsed by something other

than the program
3. review of reports of similar projects - comparison
4. interpretation of data collected by instrument or others
5. interpretation of side effects
6. comparisons of any control aroup with experimental groups
7. were objectives achieved - to target group different or

can it do things differently
8. if the change did not take place what were the reasons

a. failure of planuing to adapt itself optimally to its
decision environment

b. the resistance of this environment to change

11
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c. conflicting relations (and/or programming ideas)
between experts and poliey makers

d. failure to achieve an optimal distribution of planning
functions according to their position on A dependency-
autonomy contimum of the program development process

e. neglect : 4.arious planning functions
f. rigidt,r vtanning attitudes and procedures

inapivii-k4 mix between planoriented and process-
orieg lt!6-118 in the implementation phase

C. ,,o:ovIde iiack
1. to social setting
2. to target audience, sponsor, and change organization
3. to related educators

D. provide a written report of the project or programs
E. provide for later collectioa of data
V. Exit - Re-enter - Continue

1, if more changes aV3 needed, which agencyris best qualified
2. of all possible program extensions, would a continuation

of the same program be most beneficial
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Tho Doeitlion-Oaking Process
vor the Vrameworh

The following are factors of Om deon environment 4nd should be
considered as an overriding boundary within which All declaim-1A are
madet

1. The number and diversity of organizeil interest groups and
thoir power to influence or block decisions.

2. The degree to which political opposition is tolerated or
accepted, and the role assil.med to it (depends upon ths
political influence of power leaders and the glze of the
commuultv).

The dopendeucA of the economic system on private enter-
prise and the characteristics & enterprise (size, monopoly,
and others) and of entrepreneurial behavior.

4. The efficiency of the relevant informational systems: Their
capacity, load promptness, secrecy, ete.

5. The structure of burealtic institutions and their perfortance.

6. The educational levol. of zac population and tile size of the
university-educatc4 elitc.

7. The availability of relevant information and tts reliability.

,

The predictability of chnnge'idthin the social setting and of extern:0
changes that will a2fot deeisionmaking.

A key for the column labeled "when made" is as follows;

early the decision usually !.seds to be made early in the phase
,and InSore much data can be collected

middles:rho dscision usually need& to he mach sommhere in the middle
of the 1)hase after some data have been collected and before
all the data have bten collected

:Late = the decision varelly nael:: to be made late in the phase and
atter most or all oi tha data have beencollectod

Note: It is Asaumed a decision muat be made probably after each
numbeted decision point whether to continue, rvientur, orPexit,
and a continuing process of evaluation should be carried out.



Phase

I. preplanning

(op)II, informal situation
aualysis

(op)III. selection of the type
of change agent or ornni-
zation to carry out the
planning and project

IV. change agent explor-
ation

V. assessment of commitment

VI. development of planning

mechanism

VII. planning

(op wal optional)

11

Mon
Nade neclsiona to be tInie

late 1. preliminary decision to
procood

mi4dle 2, idotaifictition, definition,
aad priority setting.of problem(s)

late

late

i. I*

3. selection of,a'fcasl'ole approach
to solve the problem

4. srtlection of the most appro-

rriate 'change agent.,or,olTaui-
zation ',background and in-service
training required)

early 5. delineation of relevant sub-
systems

middle 6. refinement of.problem identi-
fication, definition, and priority
setting

late 7. refinement of selection of a
feasible approach to and resources
for solving the problemoincluding
possible selection of a pew,ohange

agent

late 8. continuation, re-entry, or exit

late 9. planning committee selection or
use of professional planning
organization

early 10. relevant problems that have
been s.Aved and development of
a philosophy statement

:14
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Data to be Collectetl Methodolovries Avallable

1, is source credible, poverful,
reliable

2. fomes inside and outside the
Social setting Areas of, nead,-

apparent interest ana'attitudes

3. posture oi the never structure,
probable target sys;:em, probable
sponsors, sunporters and resources

4, the various change agents or
orkanizations available to or
within sotting what they can do,

-, success record, etc.

5. the various community or set-
tiag sroups - target, planners,
poiler, supporting resources, and
sponsorscheck their interests

\ \

6. situation ahalysis (forces)
and areas of need

7. posture of ,the power ecouature,

probable tarvit group., sponsors,
supporters; change agent. strength
and weaknesses, available
resources (money, educational aids

leaders, etc.)

8. amount of commitment by plan-
ners, sponsors, supporters, target

groups, and administrator of

change agent; amount of commitment
to not hinder progress by power
sources

9. available skilled people in
the relevane,subgroups

I. intuitive listening

2. informal interview, systematic
study of avail. records, personal

interview

3. personal awl Iroup interview,
mailed quest., checklist. reviev
,of related problems, (community

. survey, and power structure

analySis)

4. checklist, study of avail.
records, systematic review, of
related problems, content analysis
of reports, mail question-laire

5. community survey, power struc-
ture analysis, personal interview,
tear interview

6. informal interview, study of

avail, records, checklist

7. interviews, nailed quest., team
problem solving, telephone survey,
ehaeklist, power structure analysim,
community survey, content analysis

, of related prollem reports

10. types of problems that have
been most successfully solved,
those most succeptable to attack,
most successful methods of attack,
determination of goals set and

achieved 4 5

8. personal interview, systematic
observation, checklist, interest
inventory

9. mail quest., personal interview
systematic observation, anecdotal
records, supervisory ratings,
peer evaluations

10. content analysis.of related
problem reports, case studies,
systematiA study of available
records '
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Phase jt51151ens te be "le

oway 11, selection of experts in the

fjEi and the tyna of advice
sought

early 12. selection of the field of
behavior science pertinent to

. the program

-adiAle 13. nature of the target group

to

late

middle 14. outcomo objectives selection
(includtnvacceptance,of valida-

tion; results), . 1-

.middle 15. the program design acceptance

to (lesson plan sequence and method,

late location of instrul.tion, instruee.

--aids* required,race.of,change,
length.of propraiii, areik.of Influ-

ence and.activity,-evaluatIon
procedures, and cale44ar -c)f. events)

late 16. resource allocation

VIII. determination of method late 17.., selection of method and time

of procedure of Imocedure

IX. motivati.on and/or publicity late 18. selection of motivational
tecAniquos

X. implementation early 19. v17.ection of resource develop-
ment techniqueP
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Methodologies Available

11. the latest approaches, problems
that might be encountered, their
evaluation of our proposed pro-
ject, an indication of possible
side-effects

12. conditions under which behav-
ioral change and motivation iS
encouraged

13, all data on the target group:
Valite System, how they might be,
reached, how other programs havc
succeeded or failed with them

14.all possible procaPs obj., their

priority needs, their relationship
to the problem, how they can be
evaluated, educational and organi-
zational differences

15. learning outcome needs, re-
sources available (in-Nructional,
people, money, and evaluation),
feedback on lesson planning and
evaluation design, area of activity,
and area of influence (sidea,effects),
time flow needs, scope of project
needs

16. interdependency among objectives,
interdependency of resources,
influence of external variables

17. pilot study or demonstration
results

18. kinda at-Ad uses of motivational
media, probable acceptance of
motivation, motivational procedures
of other studies or programs

11. telephone interview, personal
interview, mailed questionnaire,
(critical incident technique,
supervisory ratings)

12. content analysis of available
records, case study, systematic

study of available records \

13. interest and attitude inventory,
content, analysis of cenime 4ite,

community tut VeY, (School survey),

personal interview, telephone
survey, panel survey, mailed
questionnaire, systematic study

of available materials

14, team, problem solving, content
analysis, systematic study of
available materials

15. checklist, team problem solVing,

informal interview, group interview
systematic study of available
materials, content analysis

16. team problem solving, content
analysis

17. field study, telephone survey,
mailed quest., personal interview,
systematic observation, systematic
study of available records

18. systematic study of available
material, content analysis, team
problem solving

19. teacher training needs, instruc- 19. personal interview, team problem

tional needs, evaluation needs, solving, ctitical incident technique

abilities of leaders, logical
scope of project 17



XI. conclusion

'Men

I) ell IS ien t be "lid°_

early 20. ivplementation rate
to

late

early 11. adaptation
to

late

ate 22. evAluation eatA lakterpratation

lAte .21. repot datal

late 24. continuation, rwrentry4 or
exit

Is



20. are things on schedule (need
slowing down or speeding up)

21. number of particlnants, resource
reserves, side-effects, inter*
mediate objective attainment, sevsed
feelings and attitudes of parti,v,:.

pants

22. planned evaluatioA data, side-
effect data, c.ost aralysis, other
similar report data, analysis of
foregoing phases, resistance of
environment to change, conflicting
relations along the way

23. who needs or desires feed-back,
future use of :eta

20. systemoltic observation, content
analysisl.case study, informal
interview

21. telephone survey, mailed quest.,
personal, group and team interviews,
4ystematic observation, systematie
4Ludy of avail. rPoords, informal
interview, community survey, content
antlysiS

22:field experivent, field study,
personal interview, case stud. , tea
intcrview, mailed cuestionnaire,
systematit observation, systematic
study of available records and mater-
ial, anecdotal records, community
survey, content analysis

23. team problem solving, checklist
mailed questionnaire., content analysis

,

24. evaluation interpretation

19

-.
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Definitioas and Uees of Data Collo4Liou Methodologies

Mailed questionnaire - a mailed survey form to make a broad analysis
of some social phenomenom or problem

Uses: tor reaching a wide geographic distribution of people
for reaching a relatively homogeneous, fairly well

educated group
understanding of currant; situations .

to determine factual Naterial
measure attitude and interests

Checklist - forma given to respetdente individually or in groups
where answers are checked on a list of statements

Usee: groups of_people in a meeting. :!

random Individuals from 4 group meeting far-cowpletion
at home. ..t

to collect evidsnce of progress made ex. practices adopted
0

Telephone survey or interview - a method of quickly and relatively
inexpensIvely collecting information

Uses: where good rapport with respondents has been established
gathering factual information
.gathering opinions, suggestions, and ideas_
understending feelings and attitudes

Community survey - an analysis of the aspects of behavior and Social

interaction within a given community
Uses: intergroup relations

physical aspects of communitiee
historical perspective
population mobility
technological changes
changes in status and values

Comprehensive school survey - exploration and evaluation of the many

aspects of a school system (usually by a team of experts)

Uses: physical aspects
administrative procedures
financial support and proceiures
educational program, personnel, and methods

Panel survey - the interview and study of a selected samole of respondents

at two different times
Uses: study changes in behavior

study changes in feelings and attitudes

Interest or attitude inventory - a device for finding out in what

participants are interested
Uses: study of interests and interest areas

study of attitudes of participmta
study of attitudes on a particular subject

20
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Personal interview - the collection of data through direct vel:bal inter-
action between individuals

Use s! specific facts and opinions
measure attitudes and interests
understanding of current silwations
when a high perm Itage of returns is needed

Informal interview - an unstructured and unstandardized method of obtaining
answers to various questions umd gaining information on various topics

Uses: beginning discussion on a topic
small group discussion
insight on a problem or program's progress

Group interview - collection of data through direct verbal or written
interaction between the interviewer and a small group (6 - 12) of
respondents

Uses: "gangs" or homogeneous groups 6findividuals solving various
social and community problems

Team interview - collection o: data through direct verbal interaction between
two interviewers and (usually) one respondent

Uses: when time is a factor
when interviewing individuals with high intelligence, much

experience, and an extensive educational background
exploratory atudies

Case study - a chronological report of the development of a project, activity,
or individuals

LISPS: study of the effect of a program or activity
study of changes in attitudes of individuals
study of a prozess

Systematic study of available records - an analysis of the available records
on a particular subject or need area

Uses: where. an InterView or questionnaire procedure Is impossible
for information on the past
historical studies

Systematic obseriation - recommended practices are observed and the extent
of adoption or change recorded

Uses: study of practice adoption

Content analysis - the objective, systematic, and quantitative description
of the manifest content of communication on a particular subject, either
directly or indirectly

Uses: analysis of propaganda
treatment of a particular subject in text books
analysis of the readability of various materials
motivational aspect behind written materials
development of objectives for programming
effects of different forms of communication
historical studies

21



Anecdotal record - observations and descritpions of behaviors deemed
typical of an individual

Uses: study of child behavior
study of adult behavior

Role playing - collecting research data in a situation where only one
(usually) research subject is involved, usually in a key role

Uses: measuring the effectiveness of individuals in various
role situations to study certain types of behavior

situations of group involvement

Team problem solving -
team action

Uses: studies
studies
studies

the attempt to solve a particular problem through

of player interaction in team activities
of group behavior in clubs
of work groups in various projects

Peer evaluations - the evaluation of behavior by an individual's peers
Uses: child behavior

adult performance

Supervisory ratings - ratings of an individual made by someone in a super-
visory capacity

Uses: individual behavior and performance

Critical-incident technique - an interview with the supervisor of an
individual to determine specific behavior patterns that are considered
critical to the skills being studied

Uses: studies of leadership ability
determining qualifications of individuals for certain

jobs or duties
studies of individual behavior

Power structure analysis - a determination of the manner in which individual
power actors in any social system relate to each other

Uses: community analysis
formal organization leadership
assessing leadership skills and experience

Field experiment - a research study in a realistic situation in which one

or more independent variables are manipulated by the experimenter under
as carefully controlled conditions as the situation will permit

Uses: need to establish casual relations
study of complex social influences, processes, and changes
seeking answers to teaching and classroom management

aeld study - er post facto scientific inquiries aiued at discovering
the relations and interactions among sociological, psychological,
and educational variables in real social structures

Uses: study of various types of practices
study of community, organization, or institutional situations
study of role conflict and role-taking effectiveness

...
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